
About The Deals API
Informa’s new Deals API integrates 40,000+ searchab le deals records directly into your internal systems and 
datasets. Use this granular data from Biomedtracker to: conduct comparative market analysis of similar assets, 
perform due diligence and analysis of potential partner companies, evaluate the attractiveness of therapy areas 
by looking at relevant deal history and activities, and review extensive fi nancials such as shares acquired, upfront 
payments or royalty breakdown. Deals data includes insightful commentary from expert analysts.

Use Case – Biopharma Company
Who:  Business Licensing and Development Team 

Goal:  “We need to evaluate potential assets and potential partners and use our own internal platform 
to run our analyses.”

Challenges: - Our Internal system lacks detailed information
 - We use separate, disconnected systems that contain critical information
 - Gathering deals data from among these sources is time-consuming

Needs: - Accurate and current deals information, including analysis and commentary
 - Deals data integrated directly into our own internal systems
 - Effi  cient tools that allow us to gain real insights

Solution:  The BD&L team used the new Deals API, powered by Biomedtracker, to quickly and accurately vet 
potential partners. By integrating directly into the company’s internal CI platforms, the Deals API 
revealed deal trends and historical deals data, empowering the team to make their best decisions 
and make the most of their Biomedtracker subscription. 

Make your next deal your best deal with Informa’s new Deals API.
Find out more; contact us today.

The NEW DEALS API 
from Informa

Easily and accurately identify and evaluate new assets and opportunities. 
BD&L teams, portfolio management and investment management fi rms, 

and fi nancial institutions are discovering the value of the Deals API. 

To learn more about Biomedtracker and the advantages we can deliver to your company, please 
visit: pharmaintelligence.informa.com or email: Pharma@informa.com
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